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By B E R T K R U G E R S M I T H 

This is Murry's story. But he wi l l not be able to read it, al
though he is 34 years old, has 20/10 vision, and attends col
lege. 

If you talk with him you wil l not know anything is wrong. 
However, he suffers from a learning disability. Call it what 
you wish— dyslexia, minimal brain dysfunction, neurologi
cal impairment —it doesn't matter. Whatever its name, the re
ality is that he cannot read and probably wil l never be able to 
do so in an adequate or efficient way. 

But he can learn, and that he wil l continue to do. With a 
tape recorder to "read" for him, he made A s and B's at The 
University of Texas at Arlington and continues to succeed at 
The University of Oklahoma. 

"A condensation of this a r t i c l e appeared In 
thp June, 1972 Issue of READER'S DIGEST." 

He might have been lost —a child alone in a forest of words 
— and almost was. 

He could have taken a job requiring a minimum of skills— 
and did. 

He could have spent his days believing that he was stupid 
or retarded —and he did that, too, at first. 

I n the same way that a blind man needs his cane in order 
to "see," a diabetic his insulin, a heart patient his nitrogly
cerin, Murry relies on his tape recorder to gather in and let 
him hear the words —the endless, difficult words which, writ
ten, make messages he cannot decipher. 

Despite the frustrations and disappointments he has en
dured, he is luckier than the majority of the millions of 
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people with special learning disabilities in this country. Many 
of them with potential as great as Murry*s are stuck with a 
label of "dumb" or "incapable" or "retarded." 

Until he began school in Fort Worth, Texas, Murry Dwayne 
Thompson had no special problems. It was only when he 
came into the classroom that life started being painful. He 
could not copy what the teacher put on the board. He could 
not make letters. Numbers baffled him. He could "see" them, 
but could not make them behave in arithmetical formulas. 
Only at drawing could he succeed. 

Yet the hunger to know drummed a constant beat within 
him. And he learned everything he could without the use of 
reading. He could take apart and put together clocks and pie-
chanical objects. He could sketch and paint. He tried to "write 
words" with paint—a frown, or a smile on a person's face, a 
situation, a story. 

At school he devised coping mechanisms so original and 
so complex that they took all of his energy. As he moved from 
one grade to another ("polite" promotions), he learned to sit 
at the back of the room where he might be outside the teach
er's vision. If she called upon him to read, he would stand 
with book before him and begin to parrot a passage that he 
had memorized from having heard it read in class. Some
times he traded with the other boys, maps which he made for 
class or sketches in exchange for written themes or solved 
problems. He developed ingenious methods of cheating. 

He never told his parents what was wrong because he did 
not know himself. Without knowledge or memory of the or
derly process of reading, how was he to understand that words 
stood still for other people and did not move, reverse them
selves, or change into other forms with their usage.-̂  A l l he 
knew was that he could not do what other children could. H e 
had to be stupid! 

Murry's parents alternated between encouragement and de
spair. His mother, a schoolteacher, recognized the many 
skills he had outside of school. H i s father wanted him to be 
an engineer. Many nights his father would offer to help with 
his homework, and the two would settle down to a spelling or 
arithmetic problem. Murry struggled, but his eyes saw one 
thing while his mind saw something else. He would begin to 
sweat; his hands became numb; his shirt stuck to his back. 
Soon his father grew impatient, then furious. He would bang 
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the book on the table and yell , "YouVe not trying!" Yet Murry 
was trying with everything he had. 

By the time he was 15, Murry towered above his sixth-grade 
classmates only in size. One teacher in particular took notice 
of him and demanded of him what he could not fake —that he 
read. When he could not, she recommended to his mother 
that he be put in a class for retarded youngsters. 

Murry's mother refused. She knew Murry was not retarded. 
So the tall, chubby teenager became a school "push-out." With
out a marketable skill and without the ability to read, he began 
to look for a job. 

Once again Murry brought his amazing coping skills into 
play. At an employment agency, when asked to f i l l out an ap
plication blank, he faked a sudden appointment or the need 
to meet someone outside and asked if he could return the ap
plication later. Then he had his mother f i l l the form out for 
him. On a job he followed other workers if any ta§k required 
reading—or even if he needed to locate the men's room or the 
cafeteria. 

A lone and lonely person, he was too big and old to be a 
child and too immature and unskilled to be a man. He existed 
on the perimeter of life, observing, feeling, longing, with a 
hurt too deep for pain. At home he sketched and dreamed and 
made up songs on his guitar. 

And so the years passed. Murry's skills increased; his abil
ity at coping rocketed. He learned to drive a car and obtained 
a license in the years before written examinations were needed. 
He found out how to order in a restaurant by asking the waiter 
for the specialty of the house. For two and a half years he 
was a reserve policeman —and could not write a ticket! I n 
stead, he would have the driver write his own or would, on oc
casion, copy words that he had had his mother write down and 
that he knew where to place on the traffic ticket. Murry con
tinued to learn, but most of his learning now was of ways of 
hiding his shameful inability to do the things he should. 

Murry might have completed his years in that fierce, self-
defeating struggle to keep his disability secret except for one 
incident when he was 22. He returned home early from work, 
dispirited, discouraged. The television set was tuned to an ed
ucational station; and before Murry^ could go through the l iv-
ingroom to his own quarters, he was caught by a conversation 
about Zen Buddhism. Murry began to listen. I n a few minutes 
he was absorbed by the discussion. Although many of the 
words were beyond his vocabulary, the ideas —the marvelous, 
exciting, intriguing ideas —were not. He felt a gush of hope. 
He was not dumb. He could learn. 

A new life began for Murry. He "programed" the various 
T V discussions and made it home in time to hear them. If a 
book was recommended, Murry bought it and gave it to sev
eral friends to read. Then he engaged them in discussion about 
the book's meaning. His companions thought that Murry was 
the greatest reader in the world, and Murry continued to 
learn from probing their minds and reactions. 

The freedom to learn released him from manv of his en
ergy-draining coping methods. Soon he moved into a little 
house of his own and began painting and composing music 
while his thirsting mind "drank" of the knowledge offered on 
the television screen. 

But soon even that was not enough. Murry wanted more 
than to tune his whole life by the programing on television. 
He hungered to know more, to read, to learn, and to dis
cover new facts. He was tired of the cover-up mechanisms hv 
had to use. 

After a time the frustration and worr)- began to show in 
subtle ways. Murry tried to block emotion from his life, think
ing that if he controlled his feelings completely, he would 

not feel constant misery over his lack of reading ability. Sui)iU , 
nature took over, and his body began to express what his mind 
would not permit. He started to suffer severe headaches and 
stomach cramps, and his hands began going numb. It was then 
that Murry went to see a physician, who recommended a com
plete physical examination. 

When the examination indicated nothing physically wrong, 
the doctor asked Murry if anything were troubling him. 

Murry looked at the doctor, who Seemed to be concerned. 
Could he reveal himself at last? Could he tell one outside per
son what was heavy within him? Murry decided to risk it. " I 
cannot read or write." he said, avoiding the doctor's gaze. 
There was silence. 

When Murry was finally able to lift his eyes he found the 
physician writing a prescription. The doctor did not meet his 
eyes, but said only, "This wil l quiet your nerves." Murry left 
the office convinced that he was a freak. 

Several years later his concerns and worries turned once 
again into physical symptoms. He finally gathered courage to 
see another physician. 

Once again he went through the routine of a physical exam
ination; once again he sat across the desk from a doctor who 
said, " Is anything troubling you?" One more time he gathered 
the courage to say, " I cannot read or write." However, when 
he raised his eyes this time, he found the doctor looking squarely 
at him and saying, " I have heard of your problem. I know a 
doctor who may be able to help you." 



That cut him loose from the moorings of deception and 
coping to which he had tied himself. Murry bobbed on a wave 
of hope. There were others like him! He was 7iot alone, not a 
freak. His ailment even had a name —dyslexia! 

What did the word mean? He prevailed upon his friends to 
help him find the origin of the word and discovered that it 
was Greek for "poor reading." "Poor reading?" Murry thought 
to himself. "A'o reading is more like it." 

Murry enlisted friends to help him find books and articles 
about dyslexia and then persuaded them to read all of the 
material to him. Soon he discovered that definitions and 
theories about causation and treatment were almost as numer
ous as was the learning-disabled population. Authorities were 
hard-pressed to pin down exact causes for the disorder, yet 
many experts wrote that some injury which occurred before, 
during, or shortly after birth was the cause of the problem. A 
number of them felt that there had to be some genetic com
ponent to dyslexia, which occurs five or six times as frequently 
in boys as in girls. 

Murry learned that some top experts defined the problem 
as one of "slow maturation." Others attributed it to neurologi
cal factors. Still other authorities felt that a biochemical dis
order might be the vil lain. Definitions of dyslexia varied 
widely also. The most popular one was that a child who could 
not learn to read with proper facility, although his intelli
gence was normal, his senses intact, and his instruction and 
motivation good, could be considered to have dyslexia. 

Murry was eager to learn more. He discovered that experts 
set out four criteria in seeking the existence of a specific type 
of developmental dyslexia, and he recognized himself as 
matching the pattern thus formed. The four criteria were these: 
the peculiar and specific nature of the errors in reading and 
writing; their persistence into adulthood; the familial inci
dence of the defect; and the frequent association with other 
symbol-defects. 

Murry found his own inabilities mirrored in the definitions 
that said children with dyslexia often have some particular 
difficulty in learning the conventional meaning of verbal sym
bols and of associating the sound with the symbol in appropri
ate fashion. Sometimes they cannot pronounce an unfamiliar 
word, or they cannot hear the differences in the sounds of 
words or letters. Oftentimes these same children have diffi
culty in switching from right to left hand. They may be taught 
which is their right and which is their left hand; yet they may 
get all mixed up when told, "Write your name in the upper 
right-hand Corner of the paper." They have been able to learn 
through reinforcement about right and left, but often they 
cannot translate that learning into action. "Mixed dominance" 
is the technical wording for part of their problem. "Frustra
tion" is a description of what they feel. 

Murry took heart in the fact that authorities regarded the 
situation as anything but hopeless. Dyslexics who were diag
nosed early and helped properly could often attain the abil
ity to read adequately, although they might always be slow 
readers. Even dyslexics without proper instruction have been 
known on occasion to improve with age and manage to achieve 
an adequate level of literacy. 

Murry drew hope, breathing deeply of the air of promise. 
If some dyslexics did eventually surmount their problems, 
why could he not do so too? Hans Christian Andersen, mag
nificent storyteller, was a late bloomer in reading and arith
metic and never mastered the art of spelling. Murry longed to 
learn.to read, to know, to decipher the marvels within the 
covers of the books he saw. 

Now he went through many tests and began working with a 
series of experts. Some teachers helped him a little; some 
gave him significant boosts. Although no one teacher was able 
to teach him sufficiently, all were aware of his intelligence 
and potential. A course at a reading clinic helped him learn 
the history and logic of words, thus destroying some of his 
built-in animosity toward them. The fact that teachers could 
work with him without being frustrated by his frustration was 
the greatest boon. "One wonderful teacher toojc the blame off 
me completely," says Murry. " H e would say, ' I have failed to 
teach' rather than 'You have failed to learn.' He helped me 
overcome a sensation of guilt because of my handicap." 

Murry finally was able to apply logic to some logical words. 
A teacher helped him learn sounds of letters rather than 
names. He had auditory training to discover that words were 
made up of individual sounds blended together into a unit, 
and he traced letters on the palm of his hand as he sounded 
them. He learned combinations and began to be able to rec
ognize some of them. Although he was still a long way from 
reading in adequate fashion, he could now recognize certain 
signs, which helped him find his way around an office or a 
downtown area. 

Friends in Fort Worth now went to work in earnest trying to 
persuade him to audit a course or two at Tarrant County 
Junior College. They helped him find some work, enough to 
maintain himself,* and they read assignments to him, grilled 
him on test questions, encouraged him to learn. They gave 
him faith in his ability. 

Murry signed up for three courses. Psychology intrigued 
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him. His instructor, a woman, seemed interested in him. By 
the end of the fourth week of class, Murry told her of his read
ing problem and asked if she would let him take exams orally. 
She agreed and suggested that he arrange to take the course 
for credit. He did —and made an A —the first in his entire 
school career of "Unsatisfactory" and " D " reports. 

Now Murry was turned on in earnest. He realized that he 
was not limited in learning, only in method. 

His friends began making mquiries about possible aid to
ward getting him into college. His disability, though nonvis-
ible, was nonetheless crippling. The Texas Department of Vo
cational Rehabilitation agreed and offered to pay Murry's 
tuition to cgllege. Then the Texas State Library Division for 
the Bl ind and Physically Handicapped cooperated by mak
ing available to Murry Talking Books for the Bl ind. The chief 
source, however, for his textbook needs was The Recording 
for the Blind, Inc. He has the honor of being one of the first 
persons so disabled to be helped by these agencies. 

With those aids Murry worked through two semesters of 
junior college and then applied to T h e University of Texas at 

Arlington—without a high school diploma or its equivalent 
and without being able to read a single line. However, he was 
admitted. 

Murry was now ready to set forth a vocational goal. He was 
intrigued with psychology and committed to art; therefore, 
he decided to go into art therapy. Last fall he transferred to 
The University of Oklahoma, and he has now completed 94 
total credit hours —including courses in sociology, psy
chology, history, and art —toward his degree. 

The inordinate and painful hours that it takes him to ab
sorb the amount of knowledge needed in college material 
cannot be calculated. Nevertheless he has earned a 4-point 
average and is on the Dean's list. Every extra waking minute 
of Murry's life is directed toward listening to the patient 
tape recorder which feeds information into his hungry mind. 

But that is not enough. Now that Murry has been helped 
toward a goal which he thought far beyond his lifetime abil

ity, he feels compelled to reach out to others and to make his 
life count on their behalf. " I t seemed selfish to exist simply 
for myself," says Murry. "There's not that much worth sus
taining in one's own existence. I wanted to learn and to 
help others." 

When the owner of a small school for learning-disabled chil
dren invited him to teach art, he accepted —fearfully. " I didn't 
know what I would say to them. But when I saw the faces of 
the youngsters, I could almost visualize myself in their own 
expressions of hurt and reluctance and fear. And all of a sud
den I left myself behind and got with them. I could see inside 
each of them the beautiful person imprisoned behind the 
handicap. I began to communicate with them and to belong 
somewhere else than in my own self." Soon he was working 
several days a week at the school, developing the skills which 
learning-disabled children needed, wanted, and so far had 
failed to achieve. 

What lies ahead for Murry? Because his dream is so great 
and has been so long in coming, he is fearful even of saying 
that he wil l acquire a college degree. He simply lives one se
mester at a time, working toward that ultimate goal. Mar
riage? Who knows? Right now Murry's art scholarship and 
occasional part-time work barely sustain him. Besides, his 
studies take so much energy that he feels he has no emotional 
substance left over for a real marriage. His existence is 
spartan and difficult. 

But Murry, open to life, continues to learn. A well into 
which the sweet waters of experience and knowledge keep fall
ing, he remains flexible to new ideas. Few would know how 
lost he once was —a child alone in a forest of words. 

Teachers in the Nation's public and nonpublic schools are 
becoming increasingly aware that there are many Murrys — 
many youngsters who are afflicted by severe reading prob
lems somewhat loosely referred to as "dyslexia" but perhaps 
more appropriately termed "specific learning disabilities." 

I n the Office of Education, leadership in this area rests with 
the Bureau for the Education of the Handicapped, particularly 
in its administration of title V I , part G , of the Education of the 
Handicapped Act. Signed into law in A p r i l of 1970, this legis
lation is aimed at fostering and carrying out "innovative and 
creative approaches toward meeting the educational needs of 
children with specific learning disabilities." Activities sup
ported by the Bureau under this law include teacher training 
programs, a wide range of research projects, and the estab
lishment of model centers (child service demonstration proj
ects) that provide direct educational services for children. 
Stimulated by such Federal aid, many States have launched 
major programs aimed at tailoring classroom experiences to 
the child's needs rather than labeling him and in effect shunt
ing him aside. 

Thus Murry's story need not remain one of individual suc
cess. It can be more than that. For brilliant Murry, who has 
demonstrated the determination and ability to learn without 
reading, can be symbol and spokesman for many others like 
him. His own victory may give hope to people who have 
suffered from learning disabilities for many years. Also, it may 
make others aware of the needs of many children who are "be
ginners" in the fight against learning disabilities. • 

Educators and others seeking further information about "specific learning 
disabilities" and related programs supported by the Bureau for the Education 
ol the H a n d i c a p p e d may write to Closer L o o k , B o x 1492, Washington, D C 20013. 

Another excellent source of information is the Association for C h i l d r e n 
with L e a r n i n g Disabilities, 200 Brownsvi l le Road , Pittsburgh, PA 15210, an 
organization of concerned parents and of professionals representing a variety 
of disciplines bearing on the problem. 

Mrs . Smith is Assistant for Mental Heal th Education with the Ho g g Founda
tion for Mental Heal th in Aust in , Texas . 

Contrary to widespread assumption, "dyslexia*' does 
not have a single, established definition that everyone 
accepts. Despite a good deal of research—or perhaps 
because of it—the word has accumulated a wide range 
of meanings, many of them contradictory. Thus a docu
mented list of definitions recently published in one of 
the professional journals came to a total of 20, no two 
of them in agreement. Within the scientific and profes
sional communities this wide variation of opinion ex
tends not only to a definition of the precise learning 
problem encompassed by ''dyslexia'* but to what its 
causes and symptoms are. 
Originally the word was used to identify a form of 
brain damage that deprives the patient of his ability to 
recall words, letters, and symbols. By extension it has 
come to refer simply to a disorder of reading, without 
specific regard to what might lie behind that disorder 
and how it should be treated. 
Most authorities thus agree that pending the comple
tion of considerable interdisciplinary communication 
and study aimed at eliminating the confusion, the word 
should be used with great caution. As popularly and 
loosely applied, it can unfairly label a child—and more 
important deny him effective help by focusing on a 
problem he may not have. 

- E L O I S E C A L K I N S 
USOE Reading Specialist 
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